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       Graffiti is a pathetic attempt at anonymous recognition. 
~Randall Dale Adams

A kite can be flown in an absolute vacuum if it can be towed at the
speed of light. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Profanity is the result of a weak mind trying to express itself forcably. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Someday will never come and take you by the hand. 
~Randall Dale Adams

I don't believe in luck. When I am diligent, my luck is generally good.
When I am lax, my invariable turns bad. 
~Randall Dale Adams

If you want it to happen, you must make it happen. If you let it happen,
you won't like what happened. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Do not be intimidated by a smart person. It is easier to debate a smart
person than to argue with an idiot. 
~Randall Dale Adams

There is the finest line between data and evidence. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Do not fear lack of knowledge, talent or skill. Seek motivation and the
others will come. 
~Randall Dale Adams

If you simply cannot make the right decision, make a decision and then
make it right. 
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~Randall Dale Adams

Your integrity is more precious than your life. 
~Randall Dale Adams

You cannot win a game of tug-o-war by merely standing firm. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Without a goal, you cannot survive. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Management: First fix the blame. Then fix the problem. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Loneliness cannot be shared. 
~Randall Dale Adams

Adams first law of survival: Get even first. 
~Randall Dale Adams
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